Review of
North American XB-70 Valkyrie
Created by Virtavia

Intro

The XB-70 is a delta winged, high altitude, six engine, supersonic strategic bomber and research
aircraft prototype for the proposed B-70, capable of flying Mach 3+ and with a service ceiling at an
altitude of 70,000+ ft.
The XB-70 was designed in the 1950s by North American and later built in the 1960s even though
the B-70 program was cancelled. In total only two aircrafts were built and they received the
nickname Valkyrie.
One of the most characteristic features that the Valkyrie had, was that the outer portions of the
wings were hinged and could be pivoted downward by up to 65 degrees which increased the
directional stability during supersonic flight, but this feature also shifted the center of lift to a more
favorable position and strengthened the compression lift effect because the wings now further
trapped the shock wave created under the wings.

General Information & Aircraft Specs










Produced by North American Aviation
First flight 21st of September 1964
Role Strategic bomber / Supersonic research aircraft
Status Retired 4th of February 1969
Built 2
National origin United States
Unit cost US$750 million (average cost)
Primary users
o United States Air force
o NASA















Crew 2 (original intended was 4)
Length 189 ft 0 in (57.6 m)
Wingspan 105 ft 0 in (32.0 m)
Height 30 ft 0 in (9.1 m)
Wing area 6,297 ft2 (585 m2)
Airfoil Hexagonal 0.30 Hex modified root, 0.70 Hex modified tip
Empty weight 253,600 lb (115,030 kg) – operating empty weight
Loaded weight 534,700 lb (242,500 kg)
MTOW 542,000 lb (246,000 kg)
Power plant 6x General Electric YJ93-GE-3 afterburning turbojet
o Dry thrust 19,900 lbf (84 kN) each
o Thrust with afterburner 28,800 lbf (128 kN each
Fuel Jp-6
Internal fuel capacity 300,000 lb (136,100 kg) or 46,745 US gallons (177,000 L)









Maximum speed Mach 3.1 (2,056 mph / 3,309 km/t)
Cruise speed Mach 3.0 (2,000 mph / 3,200 km/t)
Range3,725 nmi (4,288 mi / 6,900 km) – on combat mission
Service ceiling 77,350 ft (23,600 m)
Wing load 84.93 lb/ft2 (414.7 kg/m2)
Lift-to-drag app. 6 at Mach 2
Thrust/weight 0.314

Purchase, Download and Installation

I purchased this add-on aircraft directly from FSPilotShop and the purchase and download went as
usual without any issues. The connection to the download server is good and even though the file is
about 95Mb the complete download only took half a minute or so.
Installing the aircraft was easy – I just activated the included installation wizard and the complete
installation was hereby done automatically. Since this add-on aircraft comes without any license or
registration key, I didn’t have to fill in these details.
There are two different versions of this aircraft included in the installation wizard. I had both the
possibility to install the aircrafts as the FSX or the FS9 version. No P3D version was available but
this is probably because this add-on is a few years old. This review covers only the FSX version.

After the installation was completed I checked the files in the FSX/Airplanes folder to verify that
the installation had completed with success – I found the XB-70 file perfectly placed in the
Airplanes folder so I now opened up FSX to check my virtual hangar. Again I found the XB-70
perfectly placed – but as far as I could see there were only one file = one repaint.
I had expected two repaints since there were actually build two aircrafts – I now the repaints
would be very similar but with a few minor differences. Well… there were only one file = one
repaint.
After verifying the installation I now searched for the manual. Normally this is some of the first
things I do prior to taking a new aircraft for the first test flight and especially when the aircraft is
so advanced as this one. Unfortunately I could not find any manual – I searched both the
installation files in the FSX folders but also the “Start” menu in windows where there some times
are placed links or PDFs etc. but unfortunately I could not find any manual at all. I only found a few
charts which looked authentic but quite difficult to read and they did not give me the best
impression.

Exterior

I started my test by taking a walk around the Valkyrie to see how detailed and how realistic the
model was created. When looking at the aircraft and then comparing it to images of the real
Valkyrie, I could easily see that the model certainly was very well made and resembled the real
world aircraft superbly.
The textures used are of a good quality and when looking closer to the model I could find a lot of
various specific details which I certainly liked very much. The details are e.g. the unique air intake
which also provides the shock wave of which the Valkyrie gained additional 5% lift. I could also see
the medium size twin tail and the small wings just behind the cockpit together with the most
unique part of the aircraft which is the hinged wingtips that would pivot downward instead of
upwards.
All these details are very well made and the overall impression that I got from the model was very
good. One note for that is that this is an add-on aircraft created some years back so it of course does
not live up to the high standards we have today, but I would say that the model itself is still
excellent.
The model of course feature various animations such as the wingtips up/down, wheels rotating,
nose wheel turning, rudder on both tail fins, elevator, ailerons, gear etc. Most of the animations are
close to standard animations which you would find on most FSX aircrafts, but the motion of the
various parts are created with a very smooth and realistic look as e.g. the landing gear that twists
when raised and dropped etc.
Light, afterburner and vapor trail effect are also included on the model. The light effect is of a fair
quality with a clean and bright shine but I would say that it was close to FSX standards. The
afterburner effect is created for all six engines and is also of a fair quality. I would have thought that
the flame from the afterburner would have been very long since the engines goes from 84kN to
128kN when the afterburner is applied, but the flame effect created for the model is actually quite
short. If this could be due to that this aircraft is so huge that the flame effect then seems so short
could of course be the reason.
The vapor trail effect is like other aircrafts for FSX so I would characterize it as being FSX
standard. The effect is there and adds to the overall realism, but it doesn’t seem that there has been
too much focus on that part.
I did notice one issue with the hinged wingtips which was that if you pivoted the wingtips down
when still on the ground, the wingtips would collide with the ground. The aircraft would not crash
but I could see the wingtips disappearing below the ground surface – this is not true to real life
since I have seen video clips on YouTube showing that the wingtips could actually be pivoted
down still when the aircraft was on the ground.

Interior

Going from the outside to the inside of the aircraft I discovered that this add-on features both a 2D
cockpit and a virtual cockpit. The 2D cockpit is a photo-real cockpit with working analogue
gauges of a good quality. The various instruments are created down to even small details and I
really like that the gauges are not all just standard gauges, but e.g. the IAS/Mach and the Altitude
gauges are modelled after the real world gauges.
The finish and realism created in the 2D cockpit is good but unfortunately the standard FSX sub
window keys are included – I understand why they are included but I think that takes away some
of the uniqueness and some of the realism and atmosphere when using the 2D cockpit.

The virtual cockpit is as the 2D cockpit also created with a good level of quality. The cockpit
features a very realistic, old age instrumentation without the PFD, NG, EICAS etc., fair texture
quality, clean and sharp edges, great finish and a very well made depth performance creating a very
good 3D effect.
The cockpit is created in a way to make it look old and used which I have to disagree with a bit
because Yes, the aircraft is an old aircraft but No, because the aircraft has actually not flown that
many hours so it cannot really be used that much.

The virtual cockpit features various animations such as the working gauges and instruments but
also clickable switches and buttons, throttle quadrant, controls etc. I found that not all switches
are working or even assigned to a real function which decreases the realism of the cockpit, but
when looking at the cockpit panel and viewing the entire complexity of old analogue gauges, the
realism still have a fair level.
There are several details that I like very much but especially the seating of both the captain and the
first officer. The seats are not just seats but actually build in catapult – or that is what they seems
to be. This is a good detail but it takes away some of the flexibility and some of the view when
looking out the side window. However if this istrue to real life I have actually had problems
verifying because the images that I have found on the internet of the cockpit, does not show the
seats from a proper angle unfortunately.
When flying the Valkyrie using the virtual cockpit I found it to be great fun and a fair level of
realism. It is not a five stared cockpit but the atmosphere created is certainly good. I tried the
Valkyrie on several missions and one was a night time mission. To make it as realistic as possible I
also closed the blinds and turned off the light in my simulator room and the feeling I got flying this
bird, accelerating beyond Mach 3 and climbing above 70.000 ft. was awesome, so even though this
is an old add-on I still got a really superb flight experience.

Sound

The sound set included for this add-on is good and resembles a multi-engine jet aircraft for sure.
However I actually did find a few video clips on YouTube where I could actually hear the Valkyrie
both at taxi and at take-off, and the resemblance from the included sound set to that was not
perfect. It is difficult to describe but the real life sound is much more clearer if you can say that – it
has a strong and deep rumble when taking off but during taxi the sound more resembles a jet
airliner or similar where the included sound set equals more a “blurry” concept of a fighter jet
engine.
That said the sound quality is good, the sound is clean and works perfectly with both ordinary
stereo, 2.1 stereo including a subwoofer and a complete set of 7.1 surround sound. Also included are
various sound files for different aircraft actions such as gear up/down etc. and they are of a fair
quality and close to FSX defaults.
Overall I was not that impressed by the sound included but even though it was not that authentic
it still added to the overall realism and flight experience when flying this aircraft.

Flight Dynamics

The flight dynamics is of course not something that I can verify but my experience of how the
Valkyrie handles was very similar to a jet airliner with the exception of the IAS. Taxiing the aircraft
is basically like taxiing with the default Boeing B747 however the fact that the cockpit is located far
in front of the nose wheel of course gives the taxi a nice challenge.
During take-off the Valkyrie is extremely steady and very easy to control even though blasting
down the runway at full throttle. The power provided by the six engines I did thought would be
extreme but that was not the case. Actually the Valkyrie seemed to gain speed quite slowly but still
it was fast enough because I never ran out of runway.
Flying the Valkyrie was easy – it handles like any other jet airliner and actually quite quick on the
controls. During climb I could now really feel the power from the engines because the pitch angle
could be set very high and still the IAS would be steady. Approaching an altitude of about 35,000 ft
I felt that the Valkyrie had difficulties climbing higher which I could not really understand since
the service ceiling should be about 75,000+ ft. Just maintaining the altitude around the standard
airliner altitude gave me a high pitch and an IAS at about Mach 0.8 so I decided to descent to gain a
higher airspeed and then try again.
I had a similar issue with another supersonic high altitude aircraft that I previously had tested and
the conclusion from that was that I had to obtain an IAS of Mach 1.25 before being able to climb
higher. This I now decided to try out and leveled out at 30,000 ft. to gain airspeed and when
reaching the Mach 1.25 I pitched the nose upwards. Now I could see my altitude indicator reaching
altitudes above the 35,000 ft. together with my IAS indicator continuously increasing. By doing this
procedure I was able to climb the Valkyrie to the service ceiling and I leveled out at 77,000+ ft. and
waited for the IAS to reach Mach 3.1.
During my test flights of the Valkyrie I found that the aircraft could easily be flown into a high
speed stall which of course was excellent that the model had that feature, but the stall itself was
very unrealistic. I know that the Valkyrie was never to enter a stall, but still I would imagine
certain characteristics if it were to enter a stall, and what I found was just a totally unrealistic stall
where the aircraft every third second actually gained altitude.
Another not so realistic characteristic regarding the flight dynamics was that I could actually climb
the aircraft to an extreme altitude way above 77,000+ ft. when following the climb procedures. It
seemed that there were no “lock” on the maximum altitude which took away some of the realism.
Making a descent with the Valkyrie was again like every other jet airliner – of course when
descending from 77,000 ft. the descent will take a lot of time and I had to be careful that I didn’t
overspeed the aircraft, because if that happened I would lose my control of both the elevator and

the ailerons resulting in a dive that just added more and more airspeed until impact with the
ground.
The tricky part of flying the Valkyrie was the landing. The cockpit is located far in front of the nose
wheel and even farther in front of the main landing gear. This combined with the delta shaped
wings resulted in a very high positioned cockpit when the main landing gear would touch the
runway.
If you have flown the Concorde I would say that the resemblance would be close to equal except
that the Concorde has the possibility to lower the nose section so that the pilots get a better view,
but this feature is not possible when flying the Valkyrie. The nose is fixed and the view on final and
especially when flaring the aircraft is very limited.

Conclusion

My conclusion of this aircraft is that it is a good model that is very authentic and resembles the real
world Valkyrie nicely. The model is detailed with textures of a good quality and features various
animations which all are created with a smooth motion and very realistic. The model is not perfect
and there are a few bugs as e.g. when pivoting the wingtips down when on ground, then wings
actually hits the ground and continues beneath the ground surface until the pivoting has reached
the max degree.
There are both a 2D cockpit and a virtual cockpit which is excellent and both cockpits are created
very well. They feature a lot of details but not all systems and buttons are working. There are
several animations in the virtual cockpit together with a well created 3D experience which adds to
the overall realism of the Valkyrie. The textures used in the virtual cockpit is of a fair quality, the
finish is good and I like that not all gauges are standard FSX default gauges but actually gauges
made for the model. Unfortunately the standard FSX sub window keys are included in the 2D
cockpit which in my opinion takes away some of the atmosphere of the cockpit.
The sound set is of a fair quality but does not resemble the real Valkyrie very well and the flight
dynamics are close to standard default FSX jet airliners with the exception of the max altitude and
airspeed.
This aircraft is a very unique aircraft and the overall experience I had from this model was good – I
think that Virtavia has done a good job on this aircraft but it could really need an upgrade to the
high standards that we have today.
The add-on is extremely fair on frame rates which is superb and of course I would recommend
fellow simmers to try out this aircraft. If you have a passion or desire to fly very unique aircrafts or
in general just like to be challenged, then this is certainly an aircraft for you. Due to the level of
difficulty of landing the Valkyrie properly I would not recommend the aircraft to all simmers. It
does require a certain amount of flight experience to be able to get the best from the aircraft.
I rate the Valkyrie from Virtavia with 3/5-stars and thank Virtavia for yet another great aircraft. If I
had reviewed this aircraft when it was published (some years ago) I would certainly have given it a
higher rating but with today’s high standards it really does need an upgrade. Still I had a blast
flying it and it is a good model worth trying out.

Rays Aviation

Real World Variants

XB-70A
Prototype of the B-70



AV-1, NAA Model Number NA-278, USAF S/N 62-0001, completed 83 flights
spanning 160 hours and 16 minutes
AV-2, NAA Model Number NA-278, USAF S/N 62-0207, flew 46 times over 92 hours
and 22 minutes, before it crashed in June 1966

XB-70B
AV-3, NAA Model Number NA-274, USAF S/N 62-0208, was originally to be the first YB-70A in
March 1961. This advanced prototype was canceled during early manufacture
YB-70
Planned preproduction version with improvements based on XB-70s
B-70A
Planned bomber production version of Valkyrie. A fleet of up to 65 operational bombers was
planned
RS-70
Proposed reconnaissance-strike version with a crew of four and in-flight refueling capability

